
 

Informal Settlement SolaGas Case Study – v2.1 

INTRODUCTION 

With “sustained” pressure on the national power grid, innovative solutions are required to make 
a step change. This integrated energy solution for low cost housing and informal settlements 
will allow home owners to have access to basic energy for limited essential appliances. 

This mixed energy solution consists of a 
combination of solar and gas power 
(SolaGas), both being a clean and 
sustainable energy source. Apart from the 
immediate social and economic benefits to 
communities in formal and informal 
settlements, the solution also offers long-
term sustainable benefits to the environment. 

 

 

SOLAR CONTENT 

Together with the 2 plate hob and a 6kg 
Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) bottle, the 
mixed energy solution also incorporates an 
integrated Photovoltaic (PV) solution. The 
SolaGas energy solution is built into a high 
quality kitchen cabinet displayed on the right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The integrated PV solution consists of the following components: 

 12V, 10A Solar Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) charger,  

 90Wp Polycrystalline PV solar module, 
 12V, 100Ah Absorbent Glass Mat (AGM) battery,   

 4x 12V, 3W LED lamps complete with its leads for easy installation. 

 

 

The 12V solar power supply has been designed and manufactured in South Africa for South 
African conditions to provide basic needs such as lights, cell phone charging and small 12V 
appliances. Harnessing energy from the sun the robust power supply with its built in MPPT 
extracts maximum power from the PV module into the dedicated battery. The power supply is 
able to supply the basic power essentials required for basic living conditions.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 
 
MPPT Features: 

 Digital battery voltage display (7 Segment display) 

 2 x 5V USB ports (1A and 2.1A) 

 12V, 10A DC socket outlet (cigarette lighter plug) 
 LED light outputs (up to 15W) 

 2 Stage load disconnect (load shedding) 
 Pre load shed audible warning  

 
Below can be seen the status indication of the two LEDs situated on the front of the MPPT 
charge controller (as seen above), as well as the two load shed criteria. 

KEY 

        OFF No LED Light Displayed 
        PULSE LED Light will flash once every 4 seconds 
        FLASH LED Light will come on and off in 1second intervals 
        ON LED Light will remain on 

PV LED - red 

        OFF Not Applicable 
        PULSE Night Time - No Charging 
        FLASH Day Time - Boosting 
        ON Day Time - Floating - Battery Full 

STATUS LED - green 

        OFF No Power -  Load Shed (Stage 2) 
        PULSE Not Applicable 
        FLASH Load Shed (Stage 1) - Socket Outlet  = OFF; Lights & USB = ON 
        ON All Power On - No Load Shed Disconnects 

LOAD SHED VALUES 

STAGE 1: 
12V Socket 

Dis-Connect 12V 50% DOD 
Re-Connect 13V   

STAGE 2: 
Lights & USB 

Dis-Connect 11.7V 75% DOD 
Re-Connect 12.5V   



 

CASE STUDY 

A SolaGas cabinet was installed at a household on a small holding just outside Vanderbijlpark. 
The intention was to determine the practical functionality and capability of the product.  

 

The house is a dual room establishment with total dimensions of 3.5m x 6m and is occupied 
by a single individual. No prior energy sources apart from candle light and open fire for cooking 
and heating was available. 

 

METHODOLIGY 

 



 

Four 12V, 3W bulbs of which one were permanently mounted over the 2 plat hob during cabinet 
assembly were installed as can be seen from the pictures above. These connections are done 
via quick connectors accessible from the back of the cabinet. As can be seen from the picture 
below, the PV module connections are done from here as well to assist with ease of installation. 

 

Together with the LED lighting which are used in the evenings and early mornings, the USB 
outlets are used for cell phone charging. A radio with a power consumption of 9W was installed 
and connected via the 12V socket outlet. The instruction was to leave the radio on 24/7. The 
volume was only turned off to facilitate his sleeping requirements.  

 

For this study the PV module was disconnected at its quick connectors to prevent it from 
supplying energy to charge the batteries. This was done to practically determine the time 
frames for the abovementioned loads to reach the different load shed stages. 



 

 

FINDINGS 

The maximum load as described above is 26W and consist of the following: 

 9W for the radio, 

 12W for the four 3W bulbs, 
 5W for cell phone charging via the USB port. 

This will occur early mornings and at night if a cell phone is being charged at that time. During 
the day a maximum of 14W will be drawn including cell phone charging. Normal consumption 
during the day is 9W. 

 For the first stage load shedding to occur (battery voltage reaching 12V), took 
approximately 13 days. 

 An additional 13 days (26 days in total) passed before load shedding stage two occurred 
(battery voltage reaching 11.7V). This was where only lights and USB power was 
available. 

The PV module was reconnected to be able to test the duration for the load power to re-
connect. 

 For power re-connection for the lights and USB outputs after stage two load shedding 
(battery voltage reaching 12.5V) took 13 minutes.  

 For power re-connection for the 12V socket outlet after stage one load shedding (battery 
voltage reaching 13V) took approximately 7 hours.  



 

 

CONCLUSION 
It can therefore safely be concluded that for a normal household there will be well in excess of 
one week full battery backup power. The estimate is less than what the case study indicates 
for the following two reason: 

 With additional occupants to the household, power via the USB outlet will increase as 
more electronic devices will probably be charged. 

A typical load like a radio will not run 24/7 as per this case study. This will increase the backup 
time significantly.  

In addition to this, more occupants would not necessarily put more strain on the other outputs 
as all the lights were on when needed and the 10A socket outlet was in usage 24/7. 

It has to be mentioned that other small appliances like a 12V LED TV, a 12V fridge or even a 
small inverter might draw heavier loads resulting in shorter backup times. 

In practice the battery will get charged on a daily basis if efficient sun irradiation is available.  

Because of the low consumption rate as proven in this case study, the AGM battery will not 
reach a very high Depth of Discharge (DOD) level. The result will be a drastically increased life 
expectancy of the battery. 


